
 
Preface to the 2005 Edition 

 The current population census is 80,000 Kamano-Kafe in 283 villages.  
 Kamano-Kafe alphabet changes were made in this new edition by Nelson 
Banala and others. The letter y has been changed to z, some Biblical names now use 
the letter “J,” and the short (ä) has been changed to an irregular “a” in this edition.  

 Rich & Joyce Mattocks were project managers and did computer lay-out and 
corrections for this edition. Many thanks to Christiaan Niewuwenhuize and Karan Allen who 
also helped. This edition changed the 1986 edition’s 643 pages with single columns into double-
columns. This helped reduce the printing cost of the dictionary from about K47 to about K10 
per book.  We are willing to print almost any acceptable book if Kamano-Kafe people will buy 
the book at the full printing price. In Western culture books are very valuable. Some day 
Kamano-Kafe people will spend K105 for dictionaries instead of buying lamb-flaps. If you want 
a big Kamano dictionary with more words, we will make it only if you will pay the full printing 
price of K20-K50 for each copy. Plis sindaun long sampela lapun manmeri na kisim ol 
strongpela word ol i usim na raitim long dispela waitpela pepa baksait. Na bihain givim 
pepa long mipela long wokim nupela dictionary long 2007-2008 (long nekspela edition). 

  
Preface to the 1986 Edition (From Audrey Payne and Dorthy Drew) 

 This dictionary was originally a vocabulary recorded while we were doing field work 
in a Kamano village—a vocabulary which reflected every-day life there in the 1960's and 
1970's. While we have been working on this revision the staff of community schools have 
shown keen interest, believing it will help students in their grasp of English. Also the use of Tok 
Pisin has increased. So care has been taken to include many more words or terms which would 
be helpful to students in Community and High Schools. Our hope is that this dictionary will 
serve in the following ways: 
1. Be a worthwhile record to help preserve the language and culture.  
2. Encourage Kamano/Kafe' people in reading their mother-tongue.  
3. Help students in their education.  
4. Help readers in learning Tok Pisin and English.  
5. Help non-speakers of this language living in the area to learn Kamano/Kafe'. 
 
 This book would not have been possible without the help of friends in many villages, 
especially those in Kanampa Hogu and Ife. The contents reflect the speech of that area more 
than any other, but we trust that many of the 50,000 speakers will find it a helpful and fitting 
tribute to the language of which they are so proud. This is not an exhaustive dictionary, but we 
trust that basic words for all kinds of users will be found. 
 Special mention must be made of Serave Tine'me who was one of our main language 
teachers and of his wife and faithful supporter Fi'o. Albert Kirimpa and Nelson Banara Unta'o 
gave valuable help on the English and Tok Pisin sections. And we are very grateful to Pamela 
Shearer for putting the 1986 edition onto the computer.  

Eksampel long senisim short (ä):  
Bipo yu raitim olsem:         Nau you raitim: 

Eksampel long senisim  y, j, & z: 
Bipo yu raitim:              Nau i senisim olsem: 

rat:              kfa kaukau  

man:            vhe’ sugarcane 
wingbean:   fga Jesus 
boss:            kva tree  

ya'una  

yafo' 
Yisasi  
yafa  

za'u 

zafo'               
Jisasi 
zafa 

käfa  

vähe’  
fäga 
kava   




